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The miracles of Jesus were not just intended for people of his own time.  They have been recorded for our 
benefit.  Therefore, if we examine a miracle story closely, it often yields to us an insight about our own lives  
or our relationship to God. This is certainly true of today’s miracle at the wedding feast of Cana. When Jesus 
was at Cana, he saved a young couple from serious embarrassment during their wedding celebration. But 
what does this miracle mean for us? What can we draw from this story that has relevance to our own lives? 
 

To answer this question, we should go to the heart of the miracle story. Water was changed into wine. What 
is the significance of water and wine? Wine is easy. Wine is a requirement for every wedding banquet or 
other festivity. Wine indicates celebration and joy. But what does water signify? A clue can be found in the 
gospel itself. Water was poured into six stone water jars used for Jewish ceremonial washings. The water, 
then, was used to meet a religious obligation. Washing the body properly was a requirement before Jewish 
worship. So, it would be valid for us to say that in this story water represents duty and obligation. If wine is   
an indication of celebration, water is an indication of responsibility. If wine is used in joyous festivities, water 
indicates necessary work. Responsibility and celebration are both a part of life, both are necessary. But here 
is where the action of the gospel miracle comes into play. Jesus’s action at Cana indicates that there are 
times when responsibility must give way to celebration, when water should be turned into wine. 
 

This is an important message for many of us. Most of us are responsible people. We take our obligations 
seriously. This story tells us that as responsible as we are, we must not forget to make room for joy. There 
must be times when we stop to rejoice in the blessings that are ours. Unless we do, our obligations will turn 
us sad and bitter. Parents always try to be responsible towards their children. They strive to see that their 
children grow and excel.  
 

This miracle reminds us that as responsible as we are as parents and guardians, celebrating with our children 
is also a part of their growth. The fun times that we share as families are often the times children will 
remember thirty and forty years from now. Most of us worry about family members who are struggling or who 
have gone astray. We feel the responsibility to let them know what we believe. We attempt to give them 
guidance in making better decisions. But this gospel story reminds us that there is a value in accepting the 
people in our family as they are and in celebrating with them the life that binds us together. 
 

Responsibility and celebration are both necessary parts of life. But the miracle at Cana reveals that Jesus 
prefers celebration. Jesus knows that when we celebrate with family and friends, we come as close as we 
can to understanding how deep God’s love is for us and how God’s ultimate promise to us is one of joy. So, 
of course, we should continue to be responsible people. But the wedding at Cana reminds us that we must 
make room for celebration. It tells us that there are times when the best choice is to change some of the 
water of our lives into wine. 
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